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Release 16.2

Ultra-personalized, consistent, compliant, customer communications—delivered anytime, anywhere.

With digital transformation to drive better customer experience on everyone’s mind, it is easy to see the impact your customer communications strategy can have on your bottom line. Being able to design and deliver contextually-driven, ultra-personalized communications at the right time, in the right format, and for the right device can give your company a competitive advantage. Especially with millennials expected to make up more than half of the workforce by 2020, with their expectations for personalized service and instant access to information across every channel, both in their personal and professional lives.

Wouldn’t it be great if you could provide real-time personalization for new channels with little to no effort? Smart companies know that their customers like multiple ways to connect with them, moving seamlessly between devices and demanding 24/7 access. You can use customer communications to create an optimal digital customer experience, grow revenue, and save money. Your bills, statements, insurance policies, and mortgage applications, contracts and proposals can actually transform your customers’ perceptions of your business and generate long-lasting relationships.

OpenText Exstream allows business users to optimize customer engagement through the design and delivery of ultra-personalized, consistent, compliant, communications for better customer experiences – delivered anytime, anywhere. Designed for omnichannel customer communication management (CCM), Exstream leverages data and content you already have to transform customer communications into a highly personalized, engaging customer experience.

Exstream Overview

Exstream release 16.2 combines the best of Exstream and OpenText™ Communications Center (StreamServe and PowerDocs) into one powerful “CCM Anywhere” platform making it easy for companies of all sizes to create and deliver custom, consistent, compliant communications for the continuous customer journey.
Adaptive, omnichannel communications

Customers switch channels 75 percent of the time when unsatisfied with the communication platform. And when they change channels, they expect to continue the same conversation with a familiar and continuous experience. But many enterprises find meeting this expectation difficult: 42 percent of customer service agents use multiple applications when managing voice, chat, email, and social media inquiries. Use Exstream to take everything you know about your customers—like that they prefer receiving communications in Spanish or that they prefer to receive their health plan EOB in the mail, but receive copay amounts by SMS text—and transform it into personalized communications that customers access on their preferred devices.

Companies have to respond to consumer preferences by sending customer communications through digital channels. Exstream helps you deliver timely, relevant, targeted messages across current and evolving formats and delivery methods. You can use Exstream to:

• Create engaging communications—including statements and bills—that include dynamic charts, videos, hyperlinks, and other rich, multimedia elements. Interactive options allow your customers to drill down on key elements, across web and mobile devices.
• Design responsive digital communications so HTML output scales and flows correctly for the device format on which it is presented, such as mobile, tablet, and desktop. Import and access cascading style sheets (CSS) directly from the design database, and easily create or update rich web content.
• Deliver accessible PDFs to your customer’s preferred electronic channel. Easily label and describe your communication’s visual elements. The PDFs comply with rigorous Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 standards to help you reduce legal risk, demonstrate social responsibility, and increase customer satisfaction and loyalty.
• For electronic communications, you can track delivery and respond automatically to failures or bounce-backs through an unlimited number of failover channels. Get consolidated visibility into delivery, tracking, and response information for electronic communications.

No matter whether customers get printed communications in the mail, or they get email notifications with links to statements or text message alerts, Exstream enables you to provide a consistent multichannel customer experience and reach customers just how they like it.
**Move from One-Way to Interactive Communications for a True Dialogue with Your Customers**

Deliver Better, Faster Responses to Customers

Exstream interactive documents deliver a controlled editing experience to help your customer-facing employees quickly follow up one-on-one customer interactions with highly personalized communications.

- Balance business compliance and standards with the freedom to create truly personalized, one-to-one communications in a controlled editing environment.
- Guide users through creating individual communications that leverage Exstream’s unrivalled capabilities to dynamically access your data and content from multiple sources and deliver to virtually any print or electronic channel.
- Support a wide variety of interactive communications, including correspondence, long documents such as contracts, brochures, proposals, and welcome kits.
- Rather than using a series of web screens, the document itself is interactive, and so it remains the point of record for the entire transaction, including tracked changes and incorporation of personalized data and content.
- OpenText™ Exstream Empower Editor provides interactive document editing directly from a web browser, with no additional download or installation. Designed for business users, the intuitive interface allows authorized users inside and outside your business (e.g. agents) to personalize communications, while ensuring consistent branding and required legal and compliance language.

**Support Regional Needs and Global Growth**

Meet domestic requirements for providing communications in a customer’s preferred language, and easily adapt document applications as the enterprise moves into new global territories.

- Get complex multi-language support in a single Unicode product, with broad support for documents that use doublebyte character sets (DBCS), bi-directional text, and complex language scripts.
- Users can easily switch between language layers in interactive documents, and language translation tasks are aided by special user-interface views.

Learn more at

**www.opentext.com/exstream16**

1 An independent consumer study commissioned by TalkTo reveals consumers’ frustrations with customer service phone experience.